MEET THE

EZEE SHED

®

A STRONGER SHED with
EASIER ASSEMBLY

WHEN IT COMES TO CHOOSING YOUR NEXT SHED OR GARAGE, WHAT IS
MOST IMPORTANT FOR YOU WHEN MAKING YOUR PURCHASE?

1

Do you look for something that’s fast and easy to assemble?

2

Do you want something in an attractive color that won’t clash with the exterior of your
backyard and garden?

3

Do you want a shed that will give you many years of reliable, attractive storage at an
affordable price?

For most customers, finding a reliable outdoor storage shed that is attractive, affordable, reliable and easy to assemble is hard to find.

That’s why we’ve created the EZEE Shed®.

Meet the EZEE Shed

®

When our engineers set out to develop a shed that would check off all these boxes, they didn’t just design a brand new
shed; they reinvented the steel shed assembly system.
Unlike most sheds on the market today, the EZEE Shed® has a variety of features that makes it truly unique.



Up to 50% Less Hardware and 50%
Faster Assembly
Our customers have spoken… and we’ve
responded. We’ve cut down on the amount
of hardware and developed a durable shed
that assembles faster and more easily
than before!





2X Stronger Design Compared to Leading
Steel Sheds on the Market Today
The unique profile of the panels reinforces
the shed’s connection points, forming a
heavy-duty fixed bond for a stronger, more
durable shed that’ll take on tough weather
and resist impact. Wall panels overlap every
12 inches adding strength and an average
of 15% more steel to the structure.

Roof Assembly Made Simple
The EZEE Shed®’s unique ridge design makes roof assembly easy
and cuts down on assembly time. Simply pre-build the roof on the
ground and attach the roof to the side panels by fastening them
securely into place.





Attractive, Updated Color Pallet for
Beautiful Storage
Aesthetics are important, and most customers
look for an outdoor storage shed that will give
their backyard an upgrade – adding to the allure
of your garden and patio. Reliable storage it
great to have, but why should it be an eyesore?
With the EZEE Shed® we’ve not only introduced
a new assembly system, we’ve also introduced
an attractive and updated new color pallet.

Spacious Interior, Extra Storage Space
The EZEE Shed® features a higher roof design on the 8 x 7 ft. unit
and an all-new extra high roof on the 10 x 8 ft. for more headroom
and storage space. Both the 8 x 7 ft. and the 10 x 8 ft. offer 72 in.
wall heights.

EZEE SHED® AND THE SNAP-IT™ QUICK ASSEMBLY SYSTEM
One of the features that makes the EZEE Shed® truly stand out is its revolutionary quick assembly system.
One of the biggest complaints we hear from customers about steel sheds is the amount of time it often takes to
assemble these storage units. While reliable, these units can have a complicated assembly process with a lot of nuts,
bolts and screws.

In a side-by-side comparison the EZEE Shed® features
50% faster assembly thanks to 50% fewer parts. With the
EZEE® Shed, you can “build your shed in half the time.”

The EZEE Shed’s Snap-IT™ Quick Assembly features the
Snap-IT™ Lock which connects the steel wall panels of
your shed together by snapping into place. Once snapped,
the two panels are locked in and create a layered wall
effect that increases the strength of your unit.

Once your wall panels are locked together every 12”, you’ll use the Snap-IT™ Channel to reinforce the connection of your
steel panels with a steel channel.

THE RESULT IS A STRONGER SHED WITH EASIER ASSEMBLY
Arrow’s new unique steel geometry is more impact resistant, and with an overlapping Snap-IT panel every 12”, is a
stronger overall building design.

HOW ELSE DOES IT COMPARE TO STANDARD STEEL SHEDS
ON THE MARKET TODAY?

1

It Looks Better

2

Assembly Is Easier

3

Stronger Features for a More Durable Shed

o No exposed panel ends and everything is framed
o The EZEE Shed® features an attractive door designed to
match the shed
o We’ve reduced screw heads across walls, roof and doors.
o No more difficult nut/bolt connections!

o Heavy Duty framed out design
o 3 door hinges for increased durability

If you’re looking for an affordable shed that is
built strong, features an improved assembly
system, and is an overall stronger and more
reliable shed, consider the EZEE Shed®.

Purchase Your

EZEE SHED

®

Today!

SHOP NOW

